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SvUQOOb
Stephenson, Cassandra
From:

Maria lelati

Sent:

Monday, 18 January 20105:46 PM

To:

Stephenson, Cassandra

Subject: Standing Inquiry into WA Strata Managers

18 January 2010

The Chairman
Stand ing Committee on Public Administration
Legislative Council
Parliament House
PERTH
WA 6000
Attention:

The Hon Maxwell Wayne Trenorden, MLC; and
The Hon Kenneth Charles Baston, MLC

Dear Sirs,
I refer to the Standing Inquiry into WA Strata Managers and respectfully submit the below which I
believe is relevant to the Inquiry.
I work in the legal property field and our firm specialises in subdivisions, "off the plan" sale documents
and strata issues. I have also lived in multi storey high rise strata developments for 3 years now and have
come into close contact with strata managers and councils of owners.
Having spent a considerable amount of personal time, effort and money in relation to strata
management matters it is my strongest view that strata managers must be regulated and registered and those
who have been found to commit serious breaches of the Act should not be privy to any "elephant clause" if
and when legislation is passed which would resu lt in the regulation of the industry. For these reasons and
the comments that follow I believe it is imperative that the industry of strata management now be regulated
and registered.
With "off-the-plan" sale documents the developer eventually appoints a strata management company
upon reg istration of the strata plan and at the first meeting of the strata company. That strata manager, in my
opinion, has a 'conflict of interest' from the onset as they cannot properly act for the strata company without
placing themselves in a position of possibly not being re-appointed by that same developer. Further, owners
of a strata company are traditionally investors (who may themselves engage a real estate manager to lease
their property) or lay persons who do not have any knowledge of the Strata Titles Act ("the Act), By-laws and
like documents. As such a strata company relies heavily upon the services of a 'professional' strata manager
to guide them and assist them. The strata manager is then placed in an advantageous position of intimidating
the council of owners and proceed to 'get away' for want of a better term with many breaches of the Act. Not
to mention that with large developments its extremely hard to find a council of owners competent to manage
the various aspects of the development. Most strata managers are themselves not competent and the
development falls into disrepair and devalues.
With the real estate property boom which has favoured Western Australia for the past 4-5 years (and
another boom may be on the way) many multi storey lUXUry residential complexes have been built in the City
of Perth and surrounding suburbs i.e. East, Perth, West Perth, Subiaco, Kings Park, to name a few. A huge
amount of monies is now involved with strata managements as budgets range from $250,000 to over
$500,000 for each development. Trust accounts need to be set up for each development and, I believe, the
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industry has now reached such proportions as to need to be regulated and registered so that
aggrieved owners may be able to lodge complaints and see penalties imposed for breaches of the Act.
The following are breaches of which I have had personal experience. I hold evidentiary documents
in respect to the below, I have no objection to my submission being published and am prepared to give
evidence to the Committee, if so required:
• Providing advice to the Council of Owners which is incorrect, inconsistent with the Strata Titles Act, of a
legal nature in which they are not competent to advise and for which they overcharge the strata
company;
• Charging the strata company for standard services under the Management Agreement which were not
performed;
• Overcharging the strata company for standard services;
• Gave incorrect advice as to the voting procedure to owners in general meeting causing the Council of
Owners to be invalidly elected and exposing them to possible insurance claims;
• Continued as strata manager without a valid Management Agreement resulting in a SAT Application
and consequential SAT Order for the convening of a general meeting at which time a new Council of
Owners was validly elected and a new Strata Manager engaged;
• Incorrectly invoicing gas to owners resulting in gas being paid by the Strata Company for over 12
months (an amount not budgeted for, with the negative consequences of same);
• Incorrectly itemising the gas charged to owners resulting in confusion, then reversing of invoicing and
failure to re-issue the invoices yet charging an admin fee for invoices not re-issued;
• Failing to reply to owners' queries in a timely fashion or at all . The gas issues having taken some 22
months and as yet remains unresolved;
• Obtaining a "secret commission" from the strata company insurer without having obtained the consent
of the strata company nor having advised the strata company that they obtain a commission nor having
provided to the insurer an executed consent of the strata company for that commission;
• Failing to insure the strata company for replacement value;
• Obtaining a valuation for insurance and then proceeding to re-insure the strata company for less than
the replacement value as contained in the insurance valuation;
• Fail ing to cause to be carried out an audit of the strata company records as outlined in the
Management Agreement or at all;
• Once instructed at a general meeting to carry out an audit and provide it to the strata company within 3
months of the AGM, fa iling to provide such audit for 7 months;
• Striking a budget removing from it the amount allocated for an audit and advising owners in a general
meeting that the Act said an audit was not required . In fact the Act is silent on the subject of an audit,
this constituting misleading advice to the strata company;
• The relevant strata managers being long standing members of STIWA and fully aware of STIWA's
recommendation that all strata companies be audited;
• Transferring strata company funds to the account of another 3 strata companies (which the manager
also managed) without disclosing this to the strata company;
• Failing to record the transfer of the funds to other strata companies so that there is no record of the
transfers in the "cash payments records";
• Failing to obtain an invoice for the transfer of the strata company funds to other strata companies,
making these "secret transfers" which only became evident upon inspection of the actual bank
statements;
• Failing to properly maintain financial books of accounts of the strata company and at the end of the
2008 financial year falsely reporting the financial position of the strata company as monies which had
been transferred to the other strata companies was not returned to the strata company, thus the bank
balance and balance of the financial books of accounts were inconsistent;
• Providing to the auditor an executed disclaimer letter in an effort to distance the auditor from the
incorrectly reported financial position and keep this information from the owners in general meeting or
at all;
• Failing to property strike a budget and cause the strata company to disburse monies on items which
were not budged for;
• Making payments from strata company funds without an invoice;
• Failing to operate a Joint Trust Account with the strata company as expressly required under the
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Management Agreement betwee the strata manager and the strata company;
• Failing to provide regular financial records for review;
• Allowing a restaurant tenant of a commercial unit to store food stocks in a common area storeroom
without the permission of the owners and, in any event, in contravention of the Act and in breach of its
duties as strata manager;
• Allowing the same tenant storage of restaurant items including fat drums, oil drums and perishable
foods on common property in the ground floor carpark of the strata company;
• Painting over the disabled logo on a disabled bay so that the bay was then used for full time parking
rather than by disabled persons and failing to disclose this to the owners;
• Painting over a bicycle only parking logo on common property and allowing motor bikes to park there
without gaining the permission of the owners;
• Other abuses of the common property including but not limited to changing the locks to the common
facilities thus preventing owners from using same;
• Failing to maintain the common property as required under the Act in a clean state in particular the bbq
which is so dirty so as not to meet health standards;
• Received secret comm issions in cash, from contractors;
• Entering into arrangements with contractors to overcharge owners giving the overcharged amount to
the strata manager;
• Engaging only contractors who pay secret commissions and who charge owners exhorbitant prices for
poor services.
I sincerely trust that you will consider my submission and thank you for your time.
I would appreciate your confirmation of safe receipt of this email.
Yours faithfully,
Mrs Immacolata (Maria) lelati
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